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Love and support has made the difficult challenge
of living with this disease a little easier

It was with some trepidation
that I went to my doctor ten years
ago this month with my concerns
about a strange, reoccurring
problem with my right leg.
Specifically, I was experiencing
a sporadic, pronounced limp in
that leg, usually after sitting for a
period of time. The limp would
disappear after a while, but then
sporadically reappear again; the
most disturbing aspect was that
it was happening more and more
often and with an increased
intensity and duration.
At the time I was a 56-yearold carpenter in good physical
shape and excellent health who
lived a very active lifestyle and
played a number of sports. The
visit to my doctor precipitated a
multitude of tests over the next
year; essentially this amounted to
ruling out various conditions and
diseases as a diagnosis of ALS is
a clinical diagnosis. Meanwhile
my symptoms worsened to the
point that the limp in my leg
eventually became a permanent
impediment to my mobility.
After seeing two neurologists,
I was referred to the ALS Clinic in
Vancouver where in April 2010 I
was diagnosed with a rare subvariant of Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (ALS) named Primary
Lateral Sclerosis (PLS). By the time
I received this definitive diagnosis
my condition had deteriorated
to the point that I had been
forced to quit working and now
required the use of a walker. My
life had dramatically changed
course and I struggled to deal
with the physical and emotional
ramifications of this disease.
While I am now confined to
either a lift chair or a wheelchair
and require almost full time care
including assistance with almost
every aspect of my daily life, I
am very thankful that the rate
of progressive degeneration has
slowed down. My speech has
been affected, but I can still eat;
albeit with cautious mindfulness
and the ever present danger of
choking. My dexterity, mobility,
and range of motion have been
compromised to a huge extent
and I cannot physically do about
90% of what I used to do before
this disease entered my life.
I am incredibly blessed to have
the love, devotion, and endless
support of my wife Christina (my
full time caregiver); for that I am
eternally grateful! As well, family
and friends along with many
acquaintances in the community
have stepped up to assist in a
multitude of ways. All of this
love and support has made the
difficult challenge of living with
this disease a little easier.
My wife and I are both so
extremely grateful for the
multifaceted assistance of the
ALS Society of BC; without whose
help we would certainly be
struggling financially in an effort
to provide the necessary assistive
equipment required for my needs.
The equipment loan program
of the ALS Society has provided

What is ALS or Lou
Gehrig Disease?
Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (ALS) is a
rapidly progressive
disease. It attacks
the motor neurons
that transmit
electrical impulses
from the brain
to the voluntary
muscles in the body.
When they fail to
receive messages,
the muscles lose
strength, atrophy
and die.
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2019 DATES & LOCATIONS
Friday, May 17
Langley Christian School (tentative)
Saturday, June 1
Richmond-Vancouver - Steveston
Sunday, June 2
Fort St. John
Tri Cities - Port Coquitlam
West Kootenay - Nelson
Saturday, June 8
Vernon
Fraser Valley - Abbotsford
Sunday, June 9
Kelowna
Mid Island - Parksville

and delivered free of charge the
following equipment: bed rail,
various walkers (I wore out a few),
bath bench, manual wheelchair,
transfer chair, transfer belt, power

Saturday, June 15
Surrey
Saturday, June 22
Kamloops
Williams Lake
Sunday, June 23
Prince George
Sunday, September 15
Victoria

www.walktoendals.ca/bc

wheelchair, and a lift chair - all on
loan and maintained for as long as
I need them. In addition, we have
also been provided with disability
equipped
transportation

services in Vancouver to get to
appointments and have utilized
the personal counselling services
provided in partnership with
members of the counselling
community.
The ALS Society of BC also
funds ALS patient support group
meetings wherein patients and
their families can feel free to talk
about the disease with others who
share commonality of experience.
It is immensely beneficial to know
that you are not alone in your
battle with ALS and that there
are pragmatic solutions to some
of the challenges of living with
this disease.
In a pragmatic sense the
“Walk to End ALS” fundraising
campaign provides necessary
funds for various immensely
beneficial programs and services
for ALS patients and their families,
but it also funds hope through
research!
Hope for finding
effective treatments and hope
for discovering an ultimate cure
for this devastating disease. On
behalf of ALS patients and their
families, I respectfully ask for your
support of a “Walk to End ALS”
coming to a community near you.
Murray Chantler
Qualicum Beach, BC

ALS can strike
anyone at any time,
regardless of age,
gender or ethnic
origin. It does not
affect the senses,
and only rarely does
it affect the mind.
The equipment costs
for each patient
average $140,000,
while nursing and
home care costs can
be up to 10 times this
amount.
The ALS Society of
BC is dedicated to
providing direct
support to ALS
patients, along with
their families and
caregivers, to ensure
the best quality of
life possible while
living with ALS.
Through assisting
research, we are
committed to finding
the cause of and cure
for Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis
(ALS).

To learn more about the ALS Society of BC or to make a donation
online, visit www.alsbc.ca.
Please email info@alsbc.ca or call 1-800-708-3228 if you wish to
make a stock security donation or make a monthly donation.
ALS Society of BC
1233 – 13351 Commerce Parkway,
Richmond, BC V6V 2X7
Phone: 1-800-708-3228 Email: info@alsbc.ca
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STAND BY AND SUPPORT PEOPLE LIVING WITH ALS IN BC

